PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
DEWITT’S PRO RESATURANT is a special blend of
selected asphalt, hi-tech fibers, and a mixture of various
kinds of penetrating oils. These oils soak down into the
existing roof mat to help rejuvenate the old asphalt to
the original condition. A thick layer of asphalt remains
on the surface to protect it from ultra-violet rays of the
sun as well as serve as a binder for the replacement of
the gravel or slag.

USES:
Use on BUR roofs, especially old and dried out roofs. DO NOT use on COAL
TAR, EPDM, TPO or PVC roofing systems.

APPLICATION:
Remove all loose gravel, dirt, dust, and debris from the surface by sweeping or
power broom. If gravel is to be used, it must be free of silt. Repair all blisters,
breaks, or holes in the roof with DEWITT’S #251 PRO FLASH FLASHING
CEMENT or DEWITT’S #252 PRO “WET-STICK” FLASHING CEMENT and
reinforcing membrane.
BRUSH - Pour directly from the container and spread with a thick fiber roof
brush at the rate of 5-8 gallons per 100 sq. ft.
SPRAY - Apply on large areas with standard mastic pump type equipment that
is placed in the material drum. The coating should be sprayed on in one coat at
the rate of 5-8 gallons per 100 sq. ft. applied with 50% overlap of the spray
pattern so as to obtain a uniform and continuous film.
After application, gravel should be re-applied at the rate of 400 lbs per 100sq ft.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Meets ASTM Specifications D-4479 and Federal Specifications SS-A-694D,
except this material is asbestos free.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Weight per gallon (approx.)
Flash Point
Drying Time
Viscosity at 80°F
Service temperature, extended
exposure
Non-Volatile (Fed Test Method 141)
% Specially processed asphalt
% of Total Solids by Volume
Film thickness of 1 gal/100 sq ft
Resistance to oils and solvents
Resistance to sunlight and chemicals
Effects of weathering
Water Resistance
Under good drainage conditions
Under continuous submersion
Clean up
Application temperature

8 lbs
100°F Min
2-3 days, depending on weather
conditions
100-120 K.U
-20°F - 150°F
62% Min
58% Min
88% Min
8 Mils
Poor
Good
Slight cracking
Excellent
Fair
Mineral spirits or DeWitt’s Remove-It
25°F - 100°F (formulated for seasonal
use; summer grade, fall/spring grade,
winter grade)

COVERAGE:
3 gallons per 100 sq ft on BUR

PACKAGING:
55 gallon drum & 5 gallon pail

CAUTION:
Combustible: Keep away from heat and open flame. Close container after each
use. Keep out of reach of children. Do not induce vomiting. Harmful if
swallowed.
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